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General Studies-3; Topic- Science and Technology- developments and their applications 
and effects in everyday life. 
 

Artificial intelligence 
 
Introduction 

• AI is the branch of computer science concerned with developing machines that can complete tasks 
that typically require human intelligence. 

 
Importance and Benefits 

• Artificial intelligence offers limitless opportunities to empower individuals and increase the ease of 
doing business. 

• Machine Learning-based deep-learning algorithms in AI can give insights to healthcare providers in 
predicting future events for patients. 

• It can also aid in the early detection and prevention of diseases by capturing the vitals of patients. 

• AI-based applications have helped biopharmaceutical companies to significantly shorten the 
preclinical drug identification and design process from several years to a few days or months.  

• AI-based systems can also help is establishing partnerships with financial institutions with a strong 
rural presence to provide farmers with access to credit. 

• As AI works for digital inclusion in India, it will have a ripple effect on economic growth and 
prosperity. 

• Artificial Intelligence can be used for making our disaster management systems stronger. 

• Artificial Intelligence can help India overcome language divide. 
 
Recent Developments 

• The RAISE 2020 summit (Responsible AI for Social Empowerment) has brought issues around 
artificial intelligence (AI) to the centre of policy discussions. 

• Countries across the world are making efforts to be part of the AI-led digital economy, which is 
estimated to contribute around $15.7 trillion to the global economy by 2030. 

• With the explosion of available data expansion of computing capacity, the world is witnessing rapid 
advancements in AI. 

• A Bengaluru based start-up has developed a non-invasive, AI-enabled technology to screen for early 
signs of breast cancer. 

• For the COVID-19 response, an AI-enabled Chatbot was used by MyGov for ensuring 
communications. 

• AI-based solutions on water management, crop insurance and pest control are also being developed.  

• ICRISAT has developed an AI-power sowing app, which utilises weather models and data on local crop 
yield and rainfall to more accurately predict and advise local farmers on when they should plant their 
seeds.  

• This has led to an increase in yield from 10 to 30 per cent for farmers. 

• An AI-based flood forecasting model that has been implemented in Bihar is now being expanded to 
cover the whole of India. 

• The Central Board of Secondary Education has integrated AI in the school curriculum. 

• The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) had launched a “Responsible AI for 
Youth” programme, wherein more than 11,000 students from government schools completed the 
basic course in AI. 

 
Opportunities for India 

• India, with its “AI for All” strategy, a vast pool of AI-trained workforce and an emerging startup 
ecosystem, has a unique opportunity to be a major contributor to AI-driven solutions. 
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• AI-driven solutions can revolutionise healthcare, agriculture, manufacturing, education and skilling. 

• India has a large young population that is skilled and eager to adopt AI. 

• The country has been ranked second on the Stanford AI Vibrancy Index primarily on account of its 
large AI-trained workforce. 

• Our leading technology institutes like the IITs, IIITs and NITs have the potential to be the cradle of AI 
researchers and startups. 

• By building AI solutions at scale, India can become a trusted nation to which the world can outsource 
AI-related work.  

 
Lack of R&D on AI in India 

• Both the government and companies are largely focused on AI applications, not research and 
development (R&D).  

• And even in applications, much of the work is at the mid and lower ends of the spectrum. 

• India is not in the top 10 nations when it comes to AI research. 

• According to experts, currently, the race is really between the US, China and the EU, with the US in a 
slender lead. India has not even entered the race yet. 

• We are in danger of being on the wrong side of the techno-colonialism, just as we did in the last three 
general purpose technology (GPT) revolutions that divided the countries around the world into the 
haves and the have-nots. 

• Techno-colonialism describes the situation where the country or countries that control a technology 
exploit other, poorer countries that depend on access to that technology. 

• In the US, the close collaboration between academia and corporations has ensured enough money for 
research which would pay off decades into the future.  

• The US government’s Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency also got into AI research early.  

• China started much later but has invested big money to play catch-up. 

• In India, neither the government nor the industry has focused much on research compared to US and 
China.  

• In India we need to formulate a long-term plan just as we do for other infrastructure plans. 

• It will mean squeezing expenditure elsewhere to find money for R&D and also giving incentives to 
attract research talent and getting the biggest corporations involved. 

• For this the government must take a long-term view.  

• Unless we start now, we will forever remain a dependent rather than a leader in the technology 
stakes. 

 
Way Forward 

• It remains our collective responsibility to ensure trust in how AI is used. Algorithm transparency is 
key to establishing this trust. 

• We must protect the world against weaponisation of AI by non-state actors. 

• Riding on data and AI, India can achieve the bold vision of becoming a US$5 trillion economy by 2025. 

• To achieve this, AI needs to be extensively utilized in all sectors ranging from agriculture, MSMEs, 
financial services, healthcare to energy and logistics to create a vibrant AI economy. 
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